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Around me
Since for the passed months I was completely involved into working on completing my first and
hopefully not the last movie "29 Kilometer", the world around me noticeably diminished. We were
working almost in a 24/7 regime and if we could get some sleep we would sleep for two-four hours.
Work has been going on two studios at the same time so I was only contacting the outside world
on the run from one place to another. Usually it was happening late at night when there were no
people or transport left on the streets.
Even New Years Eve passed by unnoticed. Because on the 31st we worked till late at night.
Premiere of the "29 Kilometer" was supposed to happen at the festival "Old New Rock" which
traditionally takes place in January 13 - we didn't have any extra time. We couldn't bring the
festival organizers down and also we really wanted the premiere to happen exactly at the "Old
New Rock", after all we filmed some important scenes of out movie there.
Even for me the moment came when I had to finish my creation. After all I have been making this
movie for almost four and half years and that's a very long time from any point of view. In the end I
had to finish it someday.
The schedule has been pressured also because on Orthodox Christmas, a week before the
premiere, I was supposed to go to Los Angeles to gain qualification, so to say. After all I'm not a
succeeded director and still don't know many aspects of the profession. And since departure and
premiere were so close I had to finish a lot of things, pack and not forget anything. That's pretty
much the conditions in which my December and beginning of January passed by.
In my life
I just entered a new stage in my life. I moved temporary, just for a year, to a different side of the
planet. To the country I've never been to, to the city I've only seen in the movies: it’s a kind of new
challenge to me. Durability check. Here, I'll have to figure out if the occupation I used to dream
about and chose is right for me. Or, otherwise I'll find out it has all been dreams and delusions,
self-deception. I'll either win again or accept my defeat: one of two.
Just like all normal people, I always hesitate. May be it's a norm. May be it's right. But if life gives
me a chance to try something new I won't miss it. Besides, not many get a chance to study in
Hollywood. Few have financial opportunities, time or circumstances that allow an adventure like
that to be possible.

I didn't fully understand if I could make it when I enrolled into New York Film Academy. And literally
since today I'll be studying at the Universal Studios in Los Angeles. And I'll be filming every day.
Every day! It's awesome. It's amazing.
I would love to get a sneak peak on the audience's reaction on my movie. I won't be able to be at
the festival and won't see if anyone will come watch it or not. And if they do - how will the viewers

react on this story and characters. Will they believe them and their feelings? Will they believe me,
after all - most of the lines and actions are my own lines and actions. Their struggles are struggles
of my friend’s and mine.
It's a very personal movie. I was completely genuine and dedicated when making it. And of course
it's very scary to sit there and wait for some kind of reaction, and even scarier is to imagine there
will be no reaction at all. But that's the faith of those who dedicate themselves to art. And I really
want to believe that exactly those who create art, who's dedicated to music, theatre, painting or
literature, will be interested in my film. And they will manage not to get stuck on that "29 Kilometer"
where my characters are stuck.

